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ABSTRACT
Recent scholarship in computer science (CS) education shifts from a focus
on the technical-cognitive skills of computational thinking to the socio-
cultural goal of computational participation, often illustrated as remixing
popular media (e.g. music, photos, etc.) in online communities. These
activities do enhance the participatory dimensions of CS, but whether
they also support broadening the participation of underrepresented
youth remains unclear. While online communities that are dedicated to
computational participation have existed in the U.S. for over a decade,
many communities of color remain underrepresented in CS disciplines.
How might CS educators, researchers, and technologists promote
culturally responsive forms of computational participation? To answer
this question, we propose a culturally responsive framework for
computational participation called generative computing. Generative
computing approaches CS as a means for strengthening relationships
between learning environments and local communities, leveraging
culturally relevant sources of wealth generation in technology design
and implementation. To explore this concept, we conducted a mixed-
methods study with a cosmetology high school program that
predominantly serves young African-American women. Through a series
of computationally and culturally rich cosmetology projects, we tested
our hypothesis that generative computing can enhance connections
between Black heritage, CS, and cosmetology while supporting students’
academic interests and knowledge.
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Introduction

In efforts to broaden the scope of computer science (CS) education and diversify points of entry for
youth, Kafai and Burke (2014) recommend a shift from computational thinking to computational par-
ticipation, which they define as “the practices and perspectives that are needed to contribute within
wider social networks, including but not limited to schools” (9). However, Kafai (2016) cautions that “It
is not possible to [address] all of the difficulties of implementing computational participation by
placing students in groups, having them program applications, and encouraging them to remix
code” (27). One such difficulty is addressing the significant underrepresentation of many commu-
nities of color. While remixing does enhance the participatory dimensions of CS, how such activities
can simultaneously support broadening the participation of underrepresented communities remains
unclear. Even though online and offline programs dedicated to various technologically and
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historically situated instantiations of computational participation have existed in the United States for
decades (Kafai & Burke, 2014), the representation of African-Americans in CS education and workforce
remains significantly low (Zweben & Bizot, 2018). For example, in 2017, African-American women
were less than 1% of the total female recipients of CS Masters degrees (Zweben & Bizot, 2018, p. 15).

While there are many economic and political factors that contribute to underrepresentation in CS,
there is evidence to suggest that schools themselves play a significant role (Margolis, Estrella, Goode,
Holme, & Nao, 2008). In addition to the fact that schools in African-American communities can lack
culturally responsive curricula (Emdin, 2016), as early as primary and secondary school African-Amer-
ican girls are often criminalized, expected to conform to White middle-class expectations, and given
the impression by some adults – who are supposed to be nourishing their potential – that academic
success is out of their reach (Morris, 2016). This is exacerbated by wealth inequalities that African-
American communities face due to histories of economic exclusion (Rothstein, 2017), the ongoing
privatization of community assets (Lipman, 2011), the lack of representation in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields – which leads to a dearth of role models – (Farinde &
Lewis, 2012), and so on. Thus, because educational equity is so closely coupled with economic
access (Anyon, 2014), improving CS education for African-American women is not only a matter of
creating more culturally responsive curricula that are self-affirming, but also connecting CS to local
sources of wealth generation in students’ communities (Eglash, Bennett, Drazan, Lachney, &
Babbitt, 2017).

Our guiding research questions to address these issues are: how might CS educators, researchers,
and technologists promote culturally responsive forms of computational participation? And, how
might these forms of computational participation not only support the educational interest and
achievement of young women but also link up to sources of wealth generation that are important
to local communities? As partial answers to these questions, we introduce a framework for broaden-
ing the participation of underrepresented communities in CS education that we call generative com-
puting. Generative computing brings together research and design literature from culturally
responsive computing (Bennett, 2016; Eglash, Gilbert, & Foster, 2013; Kafai, Searle, Martinez, &
Brayboy, 2014; Lachney, 2017b; Pinkard, 1999; Scott, Sheridan, & Clark, 2015) with the theory of “gen-
erative justice” (Eglash, Babbitt, et al., 2017). We hypothesize that when youth participate in genera-
tive uses of computing, we can achieve the goals that Kafai (2016) intends with computational
participation but in ways that are culturally responsive to local sources of wealth generation.

To explore this hypothesis, we detail a case of generative computing in a multimodal and commu-
nity-oriented interactive learning environment: a four week after school cosmetology-based CS
program that took place at an Upstate New York vocational high school. The program focused on
a specific cultural area of computational and mathematical significance: the fantastical geometries
of cornrow braiding in African-American traditions. Research shows that West African origins of
popular hair braiding styles in the U.S., including cornrows, have mathematical and computational
sophistication in their adaptive scaling and iterative patterns (Eglash, 1999). Also, beauticians and
braiders have played important roles in political activism, community organizing, and resistance to
White supremacy, while simultaneously being a local source of entrepreneurship and wealth gener-
ation (Gill, 2010). When the mathematical and computational significance of braiding is made explicit
within this context, opportunities arise for CS to become responsive to not only students in school but
also to the larger communities where students live and work.

Generative computing: a culturally responsive approach to computational
participation

Generative computing can be understood as the computational application of “generative justice”:
“The universal right to generate unalienated value and directly participate in its benefits; the rights of
value generators to create their own conditions of production; and the rights of communities of value
generation to nurture self-sustaining paths for its circulation” (Eglash, Bennett, et al., 2017, p. 769).
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Generative justice has been applied to a variety of contexts – from energy policy (Dotson & Wilcox,
2016) to bioremediation (Kellogg, 2016) – but it is most frequently associated with the development
of culturally responsive STEM education (Cooke, 2016; Eglash, Babbitt, et al., 2017; Lyles, Lachney,
Foster, & Zatz, 2016). While these scholars focus on STEM generally, they have taken a particular
view of computational thinking that grounds it in already existing community assets (Bennett,
2016; Lachney, 2017a).

The ideas and concepts that make up computational thinking (e.g. algorithm, problem abstraction,
decomposition, etc.) have a long history in CS dating back to the 1950s and 1960s (Denning, 2009).
The term appears in the work of Papert (1980) but isn’t popularized, defined, or operationalized until
Wing (2006) decades later. While it has many definitions (Shute, Sun, & Asbell-Clarke, 2017), for the
purposes of this paper computational thinking is defined as “the thought processes involved in for-
mulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in the form that can be
effectively carried out by an information-processing agent” (Cuny, Snyder, & Wing, 2010, cited in
Yadav, Mayfield, Zhou, Hambrusch, & Korb, 2014). Below we will discuss two concepts that are
central to computational thinking: decomposition – “Breaking a problem down into smaller, more
manageable parts” – and algorithm – “A list of steps that can be followed to carry out a task”
(Krauss, Prottsman, & Yongpradit, 2017, p. 173). As researchers and educators working in the tradition
of teaching CS without computers – sometimes known as “CS Unplugged” (Bell & Newton, 2013) –
can attest, these concepts do not limit computational thinking to the use of computers (Yadav, Ste-
phenson, & Hong, 2017), but also craft practices, bodily movements, games, and other social and cul-
tural practices that may appear familiar to many children and adults.

Kafai and Burke (2014) expand upon the concept of computational thinking by pointing out that a
strict focus on the individual technical-cognitive skills of thinking limits what teaching CS and pro-
graming affords people in the twenty-first century, namely participation in online and offline commu-
nities. Emphasizing these socio-cultural affordances, they advocate for a shift from computational
thinking to computational participation. Drawing on examples from online computing communities
such as MIT’s Scratch and offline computing communities such as the Computer Clubhouse, they
contextualize this shift: “When computation is thought of in terms of participation and not just think-
ing, it becomes clear that there is a tremendous discrepancy in who gets to participate” (Kafai &
Burke, 2014, pp. 9–10). Indeed, inequalities are not only reproduced through the digital divide, but
also through who does and does not have the knowledge and skills to produce digital media and
express themselves in community networks, sometimes known as the “participation gap” (Jenkins,
Purushotma, Weigel, Clinton, & Robison, 2009).

Pointing out how technology education, in and out of school, reproduces larger economic and
social injustices is important for the actions of social movements and development of social
justice scholarship. But only framing the relationship between technology and knowledge as a
“divide” or “gap” risks the imposition of deficit thinking on the communities in question. Generally
understood, deficit thinking in educational contexts takes on an assimilationist logic that assumes
young people and the adults in their communities must change and conform to outside institutions
(e.g. federal and state government, philanthropic foundations, technology companies, etc.) if they
want to obtain academic success (Yosso, 2005). Little focus is placed on the existing assets and
sources of wealth generation that already exist within many low-income neighborhoods and commu-
nities of color. Educators and researchers have started to challenge such perceptions by drawing on
literature from culturally responsive computing to show how computational thinking is already part of
many community practices and traditions (Babbitt, Lachney, Bulley, & Eglash, 2015; Bennett, 2016;
Eglash, Bennett, O’Donnell, Jennings, & Cintorino, 2006; Kafai et al., 2014; Lachney, 2017a).

Building on the goals of culturally responsive teaching to frame students’ heritages, families, and
personal identities as assets to teaching and learning (Gay, 2010), culturally responsive computing
connects these assets with computational technologies and thinking to the benefit of both edu-
cational institutions and the communities that they serve (Lachney, 2017b). Culturally responsive
computing comes in many forms, including initiatives that use and explore computing for social
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justice (Scott & White, 2013), democratizing CS (Ryoo, Margolis, Lee, Sandoval, & Goode, 2013), iden-
tity exploration (Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, & Menken, 2019), among many other applications.
Bennett’s (2016) approach to culturally responsive computing seeks to show how computational
thinking already exists within cultural practices and artifacts of vernacular and indigenous commu-
nities; using the term “heritage algorithm” to make the point that algorithms are commonly used
in cultural arts such as Native American quilting traditions, West African symbol systems, and
African-American braiding (593).

Generative computing builds on Bennett’s (2016) approach to culturally responsive computing by
making heritage algorithms explicit in their connections to locations of wealth generation (e.g. braid-
ing salons, artisan studios, etc.). Like computational participation, generative computing frames com-
putational thinking in socio-cultural terms, but instead of only seeking connections from the outside
it locates computational thinking within existing practices for aiding community goals (education,
economy, health, etc.) and showing how those goals can benefit from computing technologies
and CS knowledge. We hypothesize that as a framework for broadening participation, generative
computing can make CS education more responsive to young people, as well as open up pathways
for CS to make contributions to local entrepreneurship, culturally-situated businesses, and other com-
munity assets. Generative computing, then, aims to diversify not only who participates in the CS edu-
cation pipeline, but also diversify the outputs of computational innovation.

Generative computing and cosmetology

In this paper, we focus on a generative computing initiative in which African-American cosmetolo-
gists and cosmetology students collaborated in the design and implementation of educational com-
puting activities and tools. Cosmetology is well suited for generative computing because of its
political, economic, educational, mathematical, and socio-cultural significance in African-American
communities. Gill’s (2010) historical research on African-American women in U.S. beauty industries
reveals deep legacies of organizing for community change at grassroots levels. Building on the
salon as a community asset, Majors (2015) shows how they are important sites of teaching and learn-
ing, where cultural literacies are passed down from one generation to the next. Also in relation to the
salon, Wingfield (2008) details how ownership is a major entrepreneurial avenue for African-American
women to gain financial mobility and generate wealth, while also recognizing that the salon industry
is not immune from the gendered racism of larger entrepreneurial patterns and U.S. economic pol-
icies. There are many intersectional struggles around class, race, ability, and gender facing those in
both the beauty industry and cosmetology education, including a disproportion of non-Black
owned companies that make Black hair care products (Byrd & Tharps, 2014).

In the research described below, our team found that computational thinking and other STEM
knowledges embedded in cosmetology practices and content were able to be used in an after-
school program to the mutual benefit of both cosmetology and computing education. The
primary means for making these connections was a suite of educational technologies called “Cultu-
rally Situated Design Tools” (CSDTs). The suite includes but is not limited to visual programing
environments that help incorporate indigenous and vernacular knowledges into STEM lessons and
classrooms (Eglash et al., 2006). This study focuses on one CSDT in particular, Cornrow Curves. The
scaling patterns of cornrow braids are part of a larger body of African fractals that include self-
similar architecture, recursion in textiles, iterative loops in divination symbol generation, and other
computationally significant practices (Eglash, 1999).

It is critical to understand that CSDTs are not imposing Western math on “accidental” fractal pat-
terns. Rather these are a deliberate, intentional body of mathematical and computational knowledge
that arose independently of Europe. This does not mean it contains proofs and theorems; African frac-
tals have their own means of communicative practices. The role of the CSDT simulations is to “trans-
late” between different computational traditions. Because students and their teachers have been
(mis)educated to think of African cultures as “primitive” societies in which sophisticated math and
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computing ideas are conspicuously absent, this perspective may not be immediately apparent. But as
long as they use the Cornrow Curves learning environment to combine a cultural background of
African and African-American hairstyling with the algorithmic aspects of cornrow braiding, the
goal of shifting CS interests, skills, and understanding may still be met.

Braiding algorithms exist at several scales. In their original Indigenous context, society-wide
coding of distinct patterns signified marital status, kinship, and age-grade initiations. In the U.S.
context, one style might sweep the nation, or one salon might be known for a particular cluster of
algorithms. Within any one particular rendering, a client might request some symmetry or curvature
that organizes all braids across the scalp. Even within a single cornrow braid, it is mathematically sig-
nificant in part because of the way that it is created with iterative applications of transformational
geometry: each plait of the hair grows or diminishes progressively in size, angle, and translation.
Cornrow Curves affords users opportunities to experiment with these parameters, reverse-engineer-
ing a known pattern to see how hairstylists have been aligning their cultural aesthetics with mathe-
maticians’ sense of iterative transforms, and developing a repertoire of what any computer scientist
would understand as an algorithm.

Cornrow Curves: computational explorations of African-American heritage
algorithms

The graphical user interface (GUI) of Cornrow Curves is a visual programing application – similar to
MIT’s Scratch where users design and produce media through dragging, dropping, and snapping
together code blocks into a script (see Figure 1) – that is framed by the historical, cultural, social,
and mathematical significance of cornrow braiding. The software application itself is a fork of Berk-
ley’s Snap! blocks based programing language. But unlike traditional Scratch and Snap! applications,
parts of Cornrow Curves (e.g. certain blocks, sprites, etc.) were designed through collaborations with
cornrow braiding and cosmetology experts (as well as feedback from teachers and students). When
connecting cosmetology and CS through cornrow braiding, we aim to neither put a thin ethnic
veneer on the same old lessons nor merely mix in more tech and stir.

When users first arrive at the Cornrow Curves landing page, they are greeted with a graphic image
of an African American woman with a cornrow hairstyle. Next, background pages take a student

Figure 1. The GUI of Cornrow Curves.
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through the history of cornrow braiding to contextualize its computational and mathematical signifi-
cance. It starts with a page titled “African Origins,” which connects the cultural values of braiding his-
torically to how cornrows exemplify larger trends of African mathematics. Next, the page “Middle
Passage” highlights the role of braiding and hairstyles in resisting the White supremacist erasure
of African culture during the U.S. slave trade. The “Civil Rights” page explores the role of braiding
as an African tradition that affirmed Black identity in African-American civil rights struggles of the
1950s and 1960s. The final background page, “Hip Hop” begins in the 1970s and goes through
the 1990s to show how braiding has been central to Black cultural expression, with celebrities and
artists continuing to innovate the styles for their own purposes and in their own contexts.

The heritage algorithm of cornrow braiding is represented in Cornrow Curves as a specific script of
blocks, which students learn to assemble in a tutorial (along with blocks to change hair colors) and
then can reverse engineer when they open the software (see Figure 2). When the visual programing
application opens, the default script (see Figure 3) loads blocks that first clears the output screen, sets
the plait image as active, points the angle of rotation at 12 degrees, sets the initial size of the costume
to 30% of the actual size of the PNG file and locates the initial image at the Cartesian coordinates x =
−200 and y = 220. Next, the code enters a loop that repeats 25 times and, in each iteration, translates
the graphic image by 40% of the width of the image, rotates the image by −7 degrees, scales the
image to 95% of the current size, and then stamps the image. As the loop code iterates, it creates
the first cornrow braid on the output screen. The practice of creating this script is one of “translating”
localized community knowledge into a formal equivalent that one might find in a mathematics or CS
classroom without assimilating it so much that it becomes unrecognizable to braiders themselves.

For example, a math class would see the geometric transformation of translation as length units,
whereas Cornrow Curves represents it in the percentage of plait width. This not only better reflects
artisans’ emic thinking (“Make each new plait consistent with the look of the last one”) but also
makes the script much easier (you would otherwise have to introduce a variable that scales the trans-
lation length so that it is consistent with the scaling in size). Emic goals do not always result in ease of
scripting. For example, the addition of a single “braid” block (Figure 4) was created when we found
that students interested in complex patterns involving multiple braids were creating scripts of
unwieldy length and that it fit with braiders’ understanding of each braid as a unit, as opposed to
each plait or twist of hair.

The creation of a braid-specific block fits within larger scholarship on the educational uses of
domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs), often for creating “synergistic” lessons between

Figure 2. Landing page for Cornrow Curves.
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computational thinking and STEM disciplines (Hutchins, Biswas, Conlin, et al., 2018). This work draws
on the affordances of programing languages to support computational modeling procedures but in
specific disciplinary domains. For example, Hutchins, Biswas, Maroti, Ledezci, and Broll (2018) used
Snap! to create blocks that help to model motion and force in the context of physics education.
The braid block in Cornrow Curves is designed to help bridge the domains of braiding and CS, mod-
eling the geometric features of cornrows and African mathematics. Later work with a high school CS
teacher required us to remove the ability of the block to reset size each time it is called (because he
wanted to motivate the use of variables). While the change made it better suited for CS, it created a
steeper learning curve, not ideal for a cosmetology class, where closer fidelity to the braiding experi-
ence is helpful. The next version will likely offer different “editions” for different classrooms.

Context, participants, and methods

Context

Our research on Cornrow Curves in the context of cosmetology education took place at a public voca-
tional school in Upstate New York, over the course of four-weeks during March of 2017. The voca-
tional school is a branch of the local public high school that serves approximately 2,500 students,
over 50% of which are Black and/or African-American. The program was designed as an after-
school activity in collaboration with the head of the school’s cosmetology department, who is an
African-American entrepreneur and salon owner with thirteen years of teaching experience. The cos-
metology curriculum is largely project-based – using a mix of lessons that are hands-on and theory-
based – to prepare students to take the New York State exam to become licensed cosmetologists. The
program also places students in salons to get job training and the hours required for gaining

Figure 3. Default script for Cornrow Curves.

Figure 4. Domain-specific “braid” block.
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professional licensure. The program has a strong presence in the local community, organizing spa
and hairstyling events at the school that are open to the public.

Building on this interdisciplinary connection between cosmetology and computing, we called the
after-school program “Cos-Computing.”With the help of the cosmetology teacher, we agreed that in
addition to learning math and programing skills through virtually simulating cornrow braids in
Cornrow Curves, students would also learn physical cornrow braiding techniques. This presented
an interesting opportunity to see if the transfer of knowledge could move in both directions (i.e.
between physical and virtual braiding). We hypothesized that connecting this culturally situated
knowledge to CS would open up pathways for generative circulations of value – though it was
unclear at the time what these would look like – between school and community.

Program design and pacing

Initial discussions about the program took place during October 2016 with the cosmetology teacher.
Our goal was for students to learn the transformational geometry that is embedded within cornrow
braiding (i.e. angle, rotation, dilation, and translation) and apply that knowledge to virtual and phys-
ical braids using the computational thinking concept of algorithm. The collaborative planning
between the research team and the cosmetology teacher for the after-school program started in
January 2017 and extended up until the workshop began. The program took place during March
2017, three days a week (Tuesday-Thursday) after school for one hour. The cosmetology teacher
helped with recruitment by advertising the program to her cosmetology students, as well as
parents and youth she knew as customers and colleagues from her salon. The workshop was sched-
uled for three weeks, but due to snow days and inconsistent attendance of some students, we ended
up running the program over four weeks. The workshop was designed around three deliverables that
would be put on display during a public event held by the cosmetology department at the end of the
program: 1) cornrow braided mannequin heads, 2) 2D Cornrow Curves designs, and 3) 3D printed
mannequin heads with Cornrow Curves designs.

To explore the cultural background of cornrow braiding, students studied historical and cultural
research on the Cornrow Curves website. Next, students worked through a Cornrow Curves tutorial
that introduced the blocks needed to create the heritage algorithm of a single braid, plus the “set
costume color” block. Once students were familiar with the functionality of Cornrow Curves, they
were given a braiding lesson using mannequin heads. Students were then challenged to simulate
their own or a peer’s braided design in Cornrow Curves. We also gave them the option of choosing
a design from an online source or library of goal images. Once students’ designs were complete, our
research team translated the 2D images into 3D models, finally rendering them as 3D prints in time
for the public event. The actual work of turning the 2D designs into 3D designs was done by research-
ers due to the difficulty of translating between the two spaces. The 3D modeling process that placed
the design on top of a mannequin was shared as part of a lesson with the students. The public event
was scheduled for the last day of the program and served two purposes: 1) to raise community con-
sciousness about the mathematical and computational significance of African-American heritage and
2) for students to show off their computational work in a public context, which can be an important
part of motivating computational modeling and design (Papert, 1980).

Participants

Seven participants attended long enough to learn the software and explore the connections between
braiding, computing, and mathematics in a meaningful way. One student did show up for the first
two days but never returned thereafter. Of the seven, five identified as Black/African American,
two as multiracial, and all as female (see Table 1). They ranged in age from 14 to 17 (see Table 2)
and grades from 9th to 11th (see Table 3). Five of the students were in one of the teachers’ three
cosmetology courses, and two students were not, but had an interest in CS and/or braiding. While
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the program was completely voluntary, students were encouraged to show up for as many days as
they could to complete their designs for the public event. However, some of the students had obli-
gations beyond school (i.e. work and family) that prevented their consistent attendance.

Five of the participants attended regularly, and two attended sporadically. These two students
still learned about the history of cornrow braiding, became proficient with Cornrow Curves soft-
ware, explored the heritage algorithms both virtually and physically, and one presented at the
community event. Because we prioritized these aspects of the program over the creation of
their own designs, they started but were unable to complete their final projects in time for
them to be 3D printed, though we made sure that the artifacts they did create (physical braids
on mannequins and 2D designs) were shown off at the public event. What we learned from this
experience was that students, even if they are intrinsically motivated to learn, often have compet-
ing interests that, at the moment, will trump educational opportunities. We used this information
to inform future work by paying students to attend programs and providing opportunities for
multi-generational attendance.

While seven participants cannot be statistically significant, STEM education researchers who focus
on issues of equity and racial identity have argued for the importance of “small-n” studies. Slaton and
Pawley (2015) argue that academics will need to overcome stigmas associated with small-n studies
and learn from individual narratives or small group dynamics to fully understand issues of underre-
presentation in STEM education and fields. They argue that ignoring or dismissing small-n studies
that focus on already underrepresented identities in STEM risks further marginalization, as they are
left out of the conversation or assimilated into more general group identities.

Data collection and analysis

Building on the need for more small-n studies while also seeking to provide valid and strong research
findings, we used a mixed-methods approach. Consistent with more qualitative norms in computer
science education research (Searle & Kafai, 2015; Tenenberg, 2019), data were triangulated – “seeking
the convergence and corroboration of results from different methods and designs studying the same
phenomenon” (Biesta, 2017, p. 159) – to construct rich narratives of individuals and a dynamic por-
trait of the group. Data was collected in the form of pre- and post-surveys from the students, stu-
dents’ written reflections, semi-structured pre- and post-interviews and daily debriefs with the
cosmetology teacher, field notes and audio-recordings from each day of the program, video

Table 1. Gender and ethnicity of participants.

Gender n Ethnicity n

Female 7 Black/African American 5
Male 0 Multiracial 2

Table 2. Age of participants.

Age n

14 1
15 1
16 4
17 1

Table 3. Grade level of participants.

Grade Level n

9 1
10 3
11 3
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recordings of the public event, and student-created designs. A math teacher who came to observe
periodically was also interviewed at the end of the program. Finally, we included in our analyses
four interviews from two of the students – who completed their designs to 3D print during the
program and later participated in two other programs that aimed to connect computing and cosme-
tology – that were conducted at later dates. These interviews sought to explore the two students’
perceptions about the relationship between mathematics, computing, and braiding.

The pre-survey was administered before students began any of the activities and the post-survey
was administered on the day before the public event. The survey consisted of five sections. The first
section asked for information on gender, age, school, grade, and race or ethnicity. Section two was
made up of ten close-ended statements, designed to measure students’ perceptions of school, cos-
metology, community, computer science, and the relationships between them on a five-point Likert-
type scale: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, and 5 = Strongly Agree. The
third section was made up of five vocabulary statements with a bank of transformational geometry
and CS words: angle, iteration, rotation, dilation, and translation. Students were to choose a word
from the list and match it with the correct statement.

The fourth section contained two items to measure students’ computational thinking by asking
them to abstract scaling patterns from cornrow braids and apply them to other physical objects,
asking how they would simulate those patterns. The first of these questions showed a picture of a
xylophone. We sought to measure how students would transfer or abstract their knowledge of the
scaling patterns found in the cornrow heritage algorithms to describe the scaling pattern found in
an object unrelated to hair braiding. We chose an image of a xylophone because it still represented
a cultural artifact with scaling patterns, but it was different enough from braiding to judge knowledge
transfer. The second question sought to measure students’ knowledge of loops and iteration by
showing them one picture of a triangle on a Cartesian coordinate system with a picture next to it
of the triangle repeated four times and rotated around the origin, each by 90 degrees. We asked,
“Starting with this triangle, describe the process that creates the pattern of 4 triangles.”

Given the geometric features of cornrows, the fifth section contained two items that aimed to
measure students’ knowledge of transformational geometry; asking them to describe visual
changes in shapes on a coordinate plane. The first question in the section presented an “L” shape
that was four inches and asked how tall the shape would be if we changed the shape by a scaling
factor of 50%. The second question presented two “L” shapes with one rotated ten-degrees and
labeled as such. We asked them to apply the same rotation again and write down the new angle
in degrees. Due to the small-n of this study, descriptive statistics were used to analyze changes in
students’ knowledge as a result of participating in the program.

Interviews and daily debriefs were audio recorded and transcribed, while video, pictures, and stu-
dents’ reflections were analyzed in their raw form alongside field notes. Field notes, interviews,
debriefs, and video were all analyzed with a “descriptive” coding technique where excerpts from
the text or video were summarized or tagged with a word or phrase – mostly nouns – to denote a
relevant topic (Saldaña, 2016, p. 292). These codes were then aggregated into organizing themes
(i.e. computing, mathematics, and cornrow braiding; computational thinking in braiding and cosme-
tology; cornrows beyond Cos-Computing) to present as findings below. A video log was created for
the public event, which was a minute-by-minute breakdown of students’ engagement with their
community and their articulations of the connections between computing, mathematics, and braid-
ing to approximately thirty audience members. Video files from two different cameras were used to
create the video log, one camera that faced the audience and the other faced the presenters. Sections
of interest from these videos were transcribed for a more thorough examination. We used data from
the public event as an indicator for students’ takeaways from the program and their understandings
of math, computing, and braiding connections. Students’ 2D designs were analyzed by identifying
what and how many blocks were used in the context of what was made available in the original heri-
tage algorithm to judge their command of Cornrow Curves. We compared these findings to images
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and students’ vocal descriptions of their physical braids to see if there was any possible relationship
between braiding skills and the scripts they created in Cornrow Curves.

Findings

Computing, mathematics, and cornrow braiding

The role of braiding, including but not limited to cornrow braiding, is a unit in the cosmetology cur-
riculum, one required by New York State for certification programs. But perhaps more important for
the Cos-Computing program was students’ interest in the cultural and stylistic practices of braiding
and their positive associations with the activity. Indeed, when looking at statement two in Table 4, the
majority of students consistently indicated that they were passionate about cosmetology. This was
supported by students’ self-direction and enthusiasm on the third day of the program when they
were assigned to apply the math and computing ideas from the Cornrow Curves tutorial to physical
braiding on mannequin heads. While students struggled to connect the dense text of the tutorial to
the function of specific blocks without the instructors’ interventions, the tutorial images still provided
them with a way to visually make connections between math, computing, and braiding. As one
student explained in a reflection after going through the tutorial, “[(1)] Computing and braiding
both deal with where you start your braid (2) What angle the braids are going (3) the color your
braids are (4) how small or big your braids are/length and where it stops.”

The teacher started the physical braiding lesson by asking who knew how to make cornrows. Four
students raised their hands; three did not. The four who knew how to braid were self-directed, while
the other three moved closer to the teacher for instruction. She told them they would need to start
with a box braid first and then apply that technique to cornrows. A cornrow, she explained, “is just a
box braid on the scalp.” She instructed them to part three sections of hair. They did while she
explained the two different ways to make a box braid,

We are going to practice the box braid two different ways, it is very important that you get both ways, that you
understand both ways, techniques of braiding, so that it is easier to transfer into the cornrow…We know that a
braid is three strands of hair. So the first technique I want you to try is alternating from side-to-side, from the left
to the right, going over the middle strand.

To emphasize this technique, she repeated “over the middle strand”multiple times before having the
students try out the next technique, “under the middle strand.” After this short introduction she
parted some hair on her mannequin to explain the technique for cornrow braiding:

Table 4. Responses to pre and post- attitudes survey.

Statement
Pre: # of student who marked

agree + strongly agree
Post: # of students who marked

agree + strongly agree Change

1 My future depends on working hard in school. 7 7 0
2 I am passionate about cosmetology. 5 5 0
3 I want to use my cosmetology skills to become

a professional cosmetologist.
3 4 +1

4 My future depends on working hard in the
cosmetology program.

3 3 0

5 I can use cosmetology to help my community. 6 5 −1
6 I think understanding computer science will

make me a better cosmetologist.
3 6 +3

7 I would likely be bored learning computer
science.

3 0 −3

8 If I were to go to college I would be interested
in study computer science.

1 1 0

9 I can use computer science to help my
community.

3 5 +2

10 Computer science is helpful for professional
cosmetologists.

3 5 +2
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Now you have your cornrow parted out, right? Okay? So what I normally do, is I’ll take maybe a half an inch, okay?
Separate it into your three sections, okay? Start your box braid the way you normally would, see that? Start your
box braid. Now what I’m going to do, after two rounds, if you want to count it, after two rounds, you want to take
hair, the hair beneath it, maybe a quarter of an inch, add it to the middle, the middle strand of hair. Braid two
rounds, now move down, the section below it, add to the middle strand. Two rounds, add to your middle
strand. Two rounds, add to your middle strand.

Originally, including the braiding part of the program was counterintuitive to our research team –
why go back to physical braids when we have been working towards increasing forms of abstraction?
But the cosmetology instructor was proved right. We found that this part of the instruction, with its
directionality and repetition, was helpful to connect the algorithmic and iterative aspects of physical
braiding to the process of creating virtual braids.

Later in the lesson students readily applied the math and computing concepts from the tutorial to
explain their own physical braid designs (see Figure 5),

I took one braid and set it at one angle and my, I’m going to forget this part, iteration? I just iterated it all the way
straight back, and then just changed the angle and iterated it straight back three times.

I used translation because the different plaits they translated along the head.

I set it at like a 90-degree angle and then like the rotation, it was like, I kept it rotating.

A little bit of dilation, but not really. And then you would use iteration because you are repeating the same
pattern, at least that’s the goal.

Students were not only able to remember how each of the terms was applied to braiding in the soft-
ware but also translated that knowledge to physical designs. The students comfort with the trans-
lation process may have been due to their existing familiarity with many of the terms. Indeed,
there was little change in students’ understanding of the math and computing vocabulary (see
Table 5). From school or elsewhere, the majority of students appeared familiar with the transforma-
tional geometry vocabulary, and with only one computing term (i.e. iteration), they were either fam-
iliar with it or were able to guess through a process of elimination. Still, it would be wrong to assume
that this translation process was intuitive just because of their familiarity with braiding or geometry.

When asked if she “buys” the idea that braiding has mathematical significance during an interview
the following year, one student responded,

Ask me a year ago, no, not at all. But after one, being in [the Cos-Computing] program and then being a mentor in
this program, definitely. I am, I am your person on board with the mathematics behind braiding, and I might have
forgotten some of the terms and things, but definitely, there is a correlation.

The student’s reflection indicates that while historically intentional mathematical and computational
ideas are embedded within vernacular and indigenous designs, simply engaging them may not be
enough to make the translation today. What is more, knowing geometry, for example, and being a

Figure 5. A student uses hand gestures to explain the angles of her cornrow braid design.
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braider may not be enough to make the connection that braids dilate, translate, rotate, and reflect on
the scalp during a transformational geometry lesson. This is not to say that mathematical and com-
putational thinking are absent, but that a cultural/technical dichotomy is often reinforced in and out
of school. The knowledge domains of mathematics and braiding, for example, are not often afforded
opportunities to explicitly interact, having the translation process between the two become common
knowledge. With this understanding, Cornrow Curves acts as a bridge between existing knowledge
domains, bringing them together in new ways, shaping the meaning of each without losing site of
the original cultural context.

While the questions intended to measure students’ abilities to solve transformational geometry
problems only saw slight improvement (see Table 6), this should not be an indicator of the program’s
value. Indeed, the math teacher reinforced the importance of the program as a bridge between
different knowledge domains. He told us that the program had positive outcomes in terms of
student engagement with mathematical ideas: “… by the end while students were coding I
would ask them questions, and so, for example, I would ask, ‘how do you dilate in real life?’ ‘You
dilate your hair,’ she said, ‘Oh you add more hair’.” Still, in working with both teachers during and
after the program, they continued to struggle to forefront the deeper connections. They tended to
favor the connection between cosmetology and business math, with the mathematical design
elements of braiding remaining secondary. This is not surprising given that business math is not
only a common way for math teachers to highlight “real life” applications, but is also featured pro-
minently in the cosmetology curriculum (i.e. they have explicit, institutionalized opportunities to
interact).

Computational thinking in braiding and cosmetology

Whenmodeling their own cornrow designs, students struggled to move beyond the basic blocks that
were used to represent the heritage algorithm in Cornrow Curves. To a certain extent this makes
sense due to the program’s emphasis on those blocks and the fact that all of the students were
novice programmers. While they were exposed to the library of blocks that were available to them
in the software, none of the students chose to experiment with blocks that were not introduced
in the tutorial. What is more, only two students used the “braid” block. This resulted in students
having extremely long scripts that could have been made more efficient if they were exposed to
nested loops or more strongly encouraged to use the domain specific braiding block.

Table 7 is a comparison between the physical braids, 2D designs, and 3D prints for the five stu-
dents who completed their designs in time for the public event. It is hard to determine how much
of a correlation there is between the physical designs and 2D designs in terms of math and compu-
tational knowledge. While Student 4, an experienced braider, had the most dynamic 2D design –
using the software to turn cornrows into buns – her physical braiding was relatively straight
forward, taking the form of a basic pattern that fits the curvature of the head. What does stand
out is the fact that Students 2 and 3, who had two of the more creative physical styles – moving

Table 5. Mean scores of pre and post vocabulary questions.

Survey n
Mean of points
(Maximum = 5) Change in mean from pre to post

Pre 7 4.43 +0.14
Post 7 4.57

Table 6. Means scores for pre and post-transformational geometry questions.

Survey n Mean of points (Maximum = 2) Change in mean from pre to post

Pre 7 0.86 +0.14
Post 7 1.00
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away from following the curve of the head to braid with different angles and rotations –were also the
two students who used the “braid” block in their designs. These two novice braiders and program-
mers not only pushed boundaries physically but also virtually. While more research needs to be con-
ducted to make concrete claims about the mutually beneficial relationship between physical braiding
and programing virtual braids in the development of computational thinking, post-survey results
indicate that students did improve on those questions intended to measure computational thinking
(see Table 8). This coupled with their understanding of physical and virtual algorithms provides
grounds for following up on the possibility in future research.

Students’ attitudes toward CS appeared to change after the Cos-Computing program (see Table
4). First, CS appeared more relevant to cosmetology. Post-surveys suggest increases in students’ atti-
tudes that “computer science will make me a better cosmetologist” and “computer science is helpful
for professional cosmetologists.” Second, zero students indicated that they would be “bored learning
computer science” (down from three). And third, the majority indicated that CS could be a means for
“helping” their community. One of the more striking changes from pre to post – one that challenges
our initial hypothesis about the generative mutuality of cosmetology and CS – was the decrease in
students’ attitudes that cosmetology can be used to “help” their community, though the majority
continued to think that it could despite this drop. At the same time, the fact that there was an
increase in students wanting to use their skills to become professional cosmetologists suggests
that the two domains may still be mutually beneficial.

While students had a generally positive view of CS, only a small minority of students indicated that
it would be an area of interest in college, with no changes from pre to post. In fact, when looking at
other future-oriented academic statements (i.e. “my future depends on working hard in school” and
“my future depends on working hard in the cosmetology program”), there were also no changes. Still,
their overall understanding of computing appears to have increased, specifically their understanding
of the embedded mathematics and algorithms in braiding, as demonstrated qualitatively by their
presentations at the public event.

Approximately thirty people attended the public event, which was structured to begin with pre-
sentations followed by introductions to three different stations for guests to explore the compu-
tational and mathematical significance of cornrow braiding: a physical braiding station, a 2D
virtual braiding station, and a 3D printing station. Students presentations and the post-presentation
Q&A focused primarily on the African roots of braiding and hairstyling – including but not limited to

Table 7. A comparison of the physical braids, 2D designs, and 3D prints.

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Student 5

Physical Braids

Cornrow Curves Designs

3D Prints

Table 8. Mean scores of pre and post computational thinking questions.

Survey n Mean of points (Maximum = 9) Change in mean from pre to post

Pre 7 5.43 +1.71
Post 7 7.14
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cornrows – and their roles in African and African-American identities. The presentations included
topics that ranged from hairstyles in traditional West African weddings to the assimilationist re-
naming of cornrow braids as boxer braids by White athletes.

While identity was the primary focus, interspersed throughout the presentations students
explained the math and computing of braiding. Perhaps because the Cornrow Curves and 3D print-
ing stations already appeared so directly connected to math and computing, explanations of the con-
nections were most explicit when introducing the physical braiding station. As the student tasked
with making this introduction explained,

Like, for example, in this braiding like you can see that dilation was used because in the beginning, it comes out
shorter, like smaller and then it gets bigger. And this is some styles that African-American women do wear.

Later, when prompted by one of the researchers to explain the connection between computing and
braiding another student emphasized the versatility of the term algorithm.

Researcher You guys learned about an algorithm, what is an algorithm?
Student A set of instructions followed in the computer or anywhere.

The inclusion of “anywhere” speaks to this student’s understanding of not only an algorithm as it
appears in the Cornrow Curves software, but also Bennett’s (2016) take on algorithms as part of exist-
ing heritage practices. Playing on the “multiplicity” of algorithms – that is the multiple, but not plur-
alistic, meanings and shapes of algorithms (Bucher, 2018) – when making connections between
computing and culture appears as one of many strategies for broadening what can count as CS edu-
cation and who has CS-types of knowledge.

Throughout the planning process, during the program, and afterwards our team worked with the
cosmetology teacher to explore these conceptual connections. For example, when planning the
activity where students reverse engineered and simulated a physical or photographed braided
design in Cornrow Curves, the teacher asked: “I noticed that you said the kids they will… actually
will design their braid. They will have to pretty much…was it the algorithm?… Algorithm, okay
so they will need to pretty much take apart their partner’s braid.” She also suggested that the
skills learned when using Cornrow Curves had direct applicability to working in the salon. Multiple
times during debriefs and interviews she framed this potential transfer of knowledge around the
notion of planning: “… I actually see this benefiting the salon, especially for planning and prepping,
and you know, for some of the braiding services that we provide.” One way to interpret the connec-
tions between planning a hairstyle and designing in Cornrow Curves is through the computational
thinking concepts of algorithm and decomposition.

The cosmetology teacher used the term algorithm in reference to taking “apart their partner’s
braids.” This was relatively consistent with how we were talking about algorithms in the program,
as we engineered and reverse-engineered physical and virtual braids to explore the transformational
geometry that is embedded in the designs. In addition, we could have talked about this process as
decomposition, fitting in with the trial-and-error activity of exploring what each block does when first
opening the Cornrow Curves software. Building on the computational thinking connection to plan-
ning and preparing that the teacher alluded to, we might have also interpreted this process in terms
of an algorithm. Drawing on the multiplicity of the term to encompass not only design processes but
organizing and managing when, how, and where those activities take place fits the computational
participation criteria of publicly displaying artifacts and processes in a community network. Online,
many computational participation communities have the ability to curate personal profiles and
project displays (Kafai & Burke, 2014). The practice of showing off and sharing out youth-created arti-
facts is common in physical spaces as well, including the Computer Clubhouse (Kafai, Peppler, &
Chapman, 2009) and the YouMedia library space (Larson et al., 2013). Moving forward it is worth
exploring how the computational thinking that is supported by production and curation activities
(Resnick, 2012) can be leveraged as young people network with local entrepreneurs (e.g. natural
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cosmetic producers) and business owners (e.g. African braiding shop owners) to display artifacts that
are computationally and culturally relevant.

Cornrows beyond Cos-Computing

Once the program ended, the 3D printed mannequin heads traveled beyond the school into a
professional salon that is owned by the cosmetology teacher. The research team was interested
in how these specific 3D prints might not only support students’ educational interests and
achievements, but also how they might support braiders, cosmetologists, salon owners, and
others in the beauty industry. Originally we had thought that the prints could be displayed in
the shop’s window, hypothesizing that the novelty of having a 3D printed object in the salon
might increase foot traffic. However, the teacher’s salon was in a basement, without windows.
Still, she was excited about showing them off in her salon and agreed to put them on display
(see Figure 6). Indeed, the cosmetology teacher was generally willing to try out innovative
ways to connect her profession with the work we were doing together. As she explained in
one of our debriefing sessions, “I’m open to how we can you know, push into your world. You
guys can push into our world.” While we did not make a hypothesis about putting the 3D
printed Cornrow Curves designs in this particular setting, we did find that they played an unex-
pected role as a topic of conversation.

Cosmetologists draw on a range of STEM literacies in their daily work, from balancing the pH of
different cosmetic products to understanding what products do to hair anatomy and physiology.
In our collaborations with cosmetologists, we found that this knowledge can be important for retain-
ing clients by making STEM topics part of broader conversations about hair, health, fashion, and
beauty generally. There were multiple indications from the cosmetology teacher that talking about
Cos-Computing supplemented conversations about art and STEM already taking place in her
salon. During a debriefing session, she explained how cosmetology acts as a bridge for such
domains more generally: “I have a chemist… that comes to my salon, she’s so into hair and
fashion and everything, it’s not either or, you know, so I think this is what’s great and… these are
the things that our customers talk about…” Knowing that cosmetology is already a site of STEM
expertise, we found that including the 3D prints in the teacher’s salon added to the repertoire of
STEM knowledge that is available for conversation.

The following year we interviewed one of the cosmetologists who works in the teacher’s salon.
She had a daughter in the Cos-Computing program and, at the time of the interview, had collabo-
rated in another workshop we ran a month prior. The interview was conducted in the salon,

Figure 6. 3D printed mannequin heads on display at the teacher’s salon.
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where the 3D prints were still on display. Having been introduced to Cornrow Curves, the cosmetol-
ogist explained how she talks about the 3D prints when clients ask about them:

I’m just like how do you take like this little algorithm thing and put things here, and it creates this braid over here
and then when you expressed to me about… how Europeans didn’t start mathematics… I express all of that to
them, and they are like “wow!” And see, and then just go on and on, so it sparks like this bigger conversation.

While there was a general goal when working with the seven students to challenge Eurocentric his-
tories of mathematics and computing, the idea that the 3D prints might act as a means to challenge
them in the salon was not on our radar. Such unexpected findings support calls for more qualitative
measures of success in programs and research on broadening participation in CS (Scott et al., 2015).
More broadly, assessing the success of broadening participation cannot be limited to the numbers of
people entering the CS pipeline, but must also include the diffusion of CS knowledge across local
communities. This may require a transdisciplinary approach to assessment that benefits from not
only qualitative and quantitative methods but also humanistic inquiry into cultural arts and designs.

Discussion

Initial results from Cos-Computing suggest increases in students’ interest in CS and computational
thinking skills, which is consistent with other empirical findings on the CSDTs (Babbitt et al., 2015;
Davis, Lachney, Zatz, Babbitt, & Eglash, 2019; Eglash, Krishnamoorthy, Sanchez, & Woodbridge,
2011). So while this aspect of the research is not unique, previous studies took place in traditional
formal or informal educational contexts, not explicitly connected to the communities of practice
that the CSDTs highlight. In this sense, what stands out about this study is the ability to help
answer specific questions about leveraging local sources of wealth generation – that are important
to students’ communities – in CS education.

How might CS educators, researchers, and technologists promote culturally responsive
forms of computational participation?

We have sought to answer this first question by analyzing data from the Cos-Computing high school
program. This generative computing effort sought to maintain the socio-cultural framework for com-
putational thinking that is indicative of computational participation but added culturally responsive
elements by making explicit connections between computational thinking, local sources of wealth
generation, and culturally situated designs. How other educators, researchers, and technologists
might also support culturally responsive forms of computational participation largely depends on
their willingness to connect with local community experts – found in and beyond the school walls
– and identify culturally important community assets that are relevant to computing education.

Connections between educators and local communities are complicated by the fact that many
teachers do not live in the communities they serve and the vast majority of teachers in the U.S.
are White (Picower, 2009). This has resulted in increased recognition for the need to diversify the
teacher workforce, while also developing strategies for White teachers to support students of color
in culturally authentic and responsive ways. For example, Emdin’s (2016) work on culturally respon-
sive teacher education encourages educators to engage in community events and spend time in
neighborhoods where schools are located. This is certainly a strategy for teachers, but in the
context of generative computing should also be extended to researchers and technologists.

Finding ways to connect educational technologies and artifacts to local sources of wealth gener-
ation provides pathways for the diffusion and traveling of computational artifacts and ideas across
community settings. But, like teachers, many technologists and researchers working to broaden par-
ticipation are not from the communities where they will be working to develop and implement tech-
nologies. This is exactly what programs like Cos-Computing seek to change both immediately and in
the future. Immediately, a dearth of local technologists or computer scientists can motivate working
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with community experts to learn what CS-culture connections can be leveraged to make CS an auth-
entically relevant domain for not only young people but also adults. In the future, having greater rep-
resentation in the field increases the chances that technologists and researchers will have
connections to communities where young people live and work, potentially acting as role models
and contributing to local forms of wealth generation, such as cosmetology and braiding.

How might these culturally responsive forms of computational participation not only
support the educational interests and achievement for young women but also link up to
sources of wealth generation that are important to their local communities?

While post-survey results indicate an increase in students wanting to pursue professional cosmetol-
ogy, to answer this question, it is important to examine direct instances where the possibility for the
value generated by the program entered the world of cosmetology. One major indicator of the
potential benefit that the Cos-Computing program had for the teacher’s local salon was its
impetus for adding African mathematics and computing ideas to the repertoire of existing STEM
knowledge that exist and are discussed in the salon. In addition to supplementing this existing knowl-
edge-base, the cosmetology teacher also indicated that she was inspired to try and physically braid
some of the students’ virtual designs, “I mean – I just – you can actually charge a customer for that. So
I just saw the dollar signs. The potential dollar signs for having something like that in your beauty
salon.” In this way, the goal of computational participation to situate programing and computational
thinking within socio-cultural contexts is supported not only by making the algorithmic aspects of
cornrow braiding explicit in the software but also beyond, using that explicit connection as a foun-
dation for more creative, possibly entrepreneurial, applications of CS in cosmetology.

Additional research is needed to continue to explore the potential of generative computing to
support both academics and local wealth generation, but these initial anecdotes suggest there is a
strong potential for programs like Cos-Computing to be mutually beneficial. Our argument is that
if the CS community is truly committed to broadening the participation of racial and ethnic min-
orities, it is not enough to reduce metrics of success to classroom demographics. CS educators
and researchers need to become involved in local affairs and know how CS and other STEM fields
can become useful innovations to the communities where students live and work. This will mean
not only re-thinking who has knowledge relevant to CS and computational thinking but also the stan-
dard forms of assessment to include a mix of qualitative, quantitative, and humanistic indicators of
success.

Conclusion and future work

This paper has introduced the concept of generative computing in the context of a cosmetology/CS
after-school program, to help researchers, technologists, and educators think more critically about
the types of socio-cultural learning environments that educators and researchers should nourish in
their support of computational thinking. Generative computing aims to diversify both the entry
points and outputs of CS. Our findings suggest that through a set of computationally rich cosmetol-
ogy projects, pathways opened for students to use computing as a conduit for enhanced value flow
between CS and Black cosmetology practices in ways that improved their academic interests and
knowledge of CS.

Based on these initial findings, we have two future directions for research on generative comput-
ing in the context of cosmetology. The first includes studying the computational thinking of physical
braiding practices. While students in the Cos-Computing program were able to translate knowledge
between the virtual and physical braids, many questions remain unanswered about whether braiding
can act as a type of CS unplugged activity. Running a comparative study between a group of students
who learn with both physical braiding and Cornrow Curves and another group who learn the same
material but just with physical braiding, may provide some insight into the potential of culturally
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situated unplugged activities while bringing up important questions about what might be lost
without the virtual simulations.

The second future research direction is looking at the impact that programs like Cos-Computing
might have on professional settings, like the salon or barbershop. The 3D printed mannequin heads
that were based on students’ designs attracted a reasonable amount of attention from community
members and teachers at the Cos-Computing community event. This is partially due to the novelty of
3D printing but also from the fact that it was a new way to represent popular hairstyles. Our team has
started to explore if we can build on these novelty and popularity factors in ways that could benefit
the local cosmetology community. One promising avenue is using the mannequin heads as adver-
tisements in salon windows. Many salons already do this with traditional mannequins but adding
the computational value of 3D printing might make a salon stand out as technologically unique
while also creating relationships between salons and makerspaces or schools.
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